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Report of LEI Population 2016
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The Global Legal Entity Identification Foundation (GLEIF) has been reporting statistics on LEI data. We
are pleased to bring you this year-to-date 2016 Research Note on the GLEIF’s monthly January –
December 1 reporting on LEI issuance.
The chart above follows the twelve (12) month period, month-by-month, of reports of total issued
LEIs, newly created LEIs and lapsed LEIs (failure to renew LEIs on first or subsequent annual anniversary
of LEI registration). In this last month’s reporting period, the month of December, a marginal upturn
(154) of net new LEIs issued vs LEIs lapsed was recorded.
Since GLEIF started reporting in January, 2016, 62,347 LEIs were issued as of year-end 2016. The newly
issued LEIs month-by-month total is 64,012, the difference of 1,665 being those in the current year of
the total of 14,855 LEIs over the life of the GLEIS that were merged, annulled, retired, found to be
duplicates or pending transfer.
There were eight (8) months of higher lapsed LEIs reported than issued LEIs, for a total of 13,792
lapsed LEIs. There were four (4) months of more new LEIs issued then lapsed LEIs for a total of 2,242
newly issued LEIs. For the entire year there was a net of 11,590 lapsed LEIs over newly issued LEIs.
The Lapsed rate was persistent over the year, remaining stubbornly fixed at 29% of total issued LEIs
(75,602 lapsed this year, 139,641 over the life of the GLEIS.) This failure to renew nearly one-third of
already issued LEIs was not expected. Broad regulatory compulsion will become even more critical as
the GLEIF prepares to add ultimate/immediate parent LEIs to the GLEIS which also will need to be
renewed.
The integrity and timeliness of the GLEIS data is at stake if regulators and the industry are not on board
with making the LEI and its renewal mandatory. However, as reported previously many regulators,
particularly in the US, are conditioning mandating use of the LEI for their reporting purposes only if a
legal entity already has obtained an LEI. To date the only way a legal entity is required to obtain a LEI
is if it is to be used for reporting by a swaps market participant to swaps trade repositories. No
regulator yet is mandating renewals of LEIs nor renewals when LEIs go into a lapsed state.

A recent research paper by a Federal Reserve analyst, a very early supporter of the LEI and a
member of the LEI Regulatory Oversight Committee (ROC) addressed the lapsed issue, stating
that:
“At least some entities that are marked as lapsed appear to be no longer in existence.
Absent external motivation, LOUs appear to have little incentive to research such
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entities, and generally users of LEI data should tend to have fewer interactions with
data on defunct entities that might lead to a formal challenge to the data. Additional
work is needed to determine the most efficient means of addressing this problem.”2

While some of these legal entities may no longer be in existence, others may be active. Have
they been assigned to entities not compelled to have a LEI and by which LOU and for what
purpose; did nefarious actors obtain one and are hiding in plain sight by not renewing given
they have had a full year to renew; how many lapsed LEIs have actually been used in trade
reporting and what are the implications for fulfilment of their contractual commitments; or
is it simply, as the research notes, that some legal entities are not prioritizing renewals given
there is no regulatory compulsion to do so? These and other issues need to be attended to.
In addition, a new Q&A issued by ESMA in December, 2016 further clarifies the acquisition
and renewal of the LEI of an issuer of a financial instrument. 3 While noting a new concept
created by the GLEIF, a Registration Authority as a new intermediary, to assist in acquiring an
LEI4, it continues the theme of so many other regulatory mandates that the financial
institution (in this case the trading venue or internal systemiser) is not responsible for assuring
the renewal of the LEI, this time of the issuer.
The original intent of the global LEI initiative was universal coverage of the entire supply chain
of financial market participants. It was premised on the fact that regulators provide the
compulsion and industry trade associations and their members get on board.
The prize cannot be greater – transparency for regulators and lower risk and costs for industry
members. With the GLEIF preparing to accept immediate and ultimate parents into the GLEIS,
it is time regulators and industry trade associations’ step up their game.
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